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Q'Clairns; 

The'presentgameis 'calle-drMo'-Chee'-L'a,v which; 
is a coined adaptation of' the" Spanish‘ wor'cr 
“Moohila;” meaning‘ a‘ mantle‘ for the saddle’: 
Back'in the days'of the pony‘express‘, the mochila 
was ' an, outenleather. covering, draped“ over the ’ ' 

saddle and secure'd'only‘at'the center frontfand-f 
back‘wher'e the 'pomm'el andthe cantle‘projecte‘dj 
through‘ reinforced holes‘ fashioned “to ?t‘: The" 
weight of the rider‘ held itin place.‘ ' 
At ‘each of'th‘e‘four corners ofthemochila‘wa‘s " 

fastened permanently‘. a leathenpou‘ch‘ior' “Cane”; 
tina'” 'and'intothe pouch'was placed 'ap‘acket of‘ 
mail who carried overland. The"?'a'p’ of' the" 
cantina was sealedtby a United State'sfpostma‘ster 
at ‘the-‘start of ' the trip," such as St. Joseph,‘ Mi'si‘ 
souri, and it was not' opened until the‘ ‘destination’ 
of the trip ‘was reached,‘ such ‘as ' San Francisco‘; 
California'. As one relay‘ ended and} another" 
began; .thei’mochilalwas liftedfrom the saddle ‘of ' 
theiincoming rider‘ and placed'over that'of the‘ 
o-utgoingrider. The exchanget'was measured’by‘ 
seconds. 
The mechanics of Mo-Ch’ee-La are basedon 

theipon'y express which, required several hundred “ 
horses; onerhundred" and ninety stock stations‘ 
for changing ‘the riding stock; t'wo'hun'dred staé 
tion- tendersto .carefor the horses and’ h'avetth‘em ' 
ready for the incoming rider's‘to- moimti‘a'ndf 
eighty. riders J with» stations supplied" with ;fe'edi. 

It" 
required. $100,000.00, in gold . coin toles'tablis'h and " 
for the horses and other needed materials‘; 

equipth‘e line. 
The’ game of; Mo-Chee-Lais inM'reaIityQtWO' 

games” in one; the~?rst one'béin'g callediRlider'i' 
Roundup,‘ and_.the.second being 7 calledl'Ca'rrying' 
th‘eiM'ail. Both‘ are prayed on'a foldable playingv 
board‘an'd'the ‘instruments of playv are reminiscent" 
of'the Ol'd'West and pioneer days; such as ‘cards; 
poker. chip'stgol'd nuggets'the poke and the'pa'y 
master." Thev game is- designed 1‘ for ‘four’ players 
and"the"objec't of 'each' player is to amass the" 
greatest‘ wealth; _ 
other objects" and ‘advantageswill appear ‘in 

the following speci?cation, and the novel features" 
of the device'will be particularly ‘pointed out ‘in 
the appended claims.‘ _ > 

My invention is'illustrated in the ‘accompany; 
in'g “drawings forming‘ a‘ part‘ of‘ this application; 
in‘Which:I 

Figure -»'1 --is a?‘ plane view‘of the ’ ‘entire 5 playing-3 
board;v 7 

Figure 2 ~- is "a ‘perspective "view of; the‘ instru 
ments ofplay; 

Figure 31 is an‘ enlargement of the portion of 
the'board'contained in the'vdot dash rectangle 
labelled III in Figure 1; 

Figure‘ 4 is an enlargement'of another portion4 
of' the board contained in'the dotdash rectangle-v 
labelled IV in ‘Figure 1; and 

Figure?!) is‘ ‘a. view‘ ‘illustrating 4a: part of" the 60>: the ‘game and the‘ player receiving these ChiDSiWi11>"' ‘ I 

game" where “lead rider” and-“relief rider” ‘cards r 
are‘ used. I 

Iril carryingl out‘my‘-~inventioii; II will ?rst‘ dee 
scribe the'playing1board'andrthenétheinstruments. 
of ‘play’; after" which the-13 actual- playing of the: 
game“w~'ill 1-be- set‘ forth andtwill include?thel?rst” 
part of the game, Ridér-lRoundkUr?-and-‘then’ the‘ 
second partio'f the game; Carrying?’ the Mail; 

Thelplayingt'rboard indicatedigienerally‘iat'fAeini 
Figures v1; 3 and 4'; is‘construc'ted of’a nonmexime 
material preferably» made“ from’ cellulose? I" do" 
not wishitoi-be’li'mited tpianyi particularimaterialx 
for'lth‘eip'laying'b‘oard nor to any ‘particular lsiae. > 
For-*bestlresults, the‘ibe'ardwshould‘ be ia square-‘T 

table? Thesame‘ board-K? 
is preferalo'lyjv formz’ed. thre‘eisection A?v and’ 
A3, hinged“: together 5 so 5' that ‘- when'ithe " board‘ ‘11s’? 
not‘in ‘use; it’ may" be folded 1' along: fol‘ds‘x‘ and» all 

r to ay'size' ten'by thirty inches.’ 
The playmgl boa Aims ifour' Whi‘tiza"l reetan'gue' 

lar ' areas-"designated at B} one? being’- plaiced‘i-"at' 
each ‘corner of‘ the hoard} ' Inasmueh ‘asiall ‘four!’ 
areas ‘13' are identical; a detailedv descriptionv of» 

see Figures 'l'and‘ij has ailarg'e‘jcircle"l3 colored-1 
orange,“ and‘v carryinigj-thejnotationRider Round-’ 
Up?‘ ‘as indicated-at ‘2*;; Within this *or‘a‘nge ~‘ circle ?_ 
I show What‘ appears'tdbe ‘four areas ofjplayingi' 
card" size, these“ areas overlapping‘feach‘ othe ' 
The lowest card-shaped areaoff‘the‘jfouris-‘color' ‘ “ 
black and referencenumeral3-‘indicatesf'this area; 
The‘ printing on this ' blackward-shiiped Saree; ape‘w 
pears " as Li Black‘ Cantina ‘ and" is "indi‘cated‘fat" ll. ‘ 

.-' The‘ v'n'ext f card‘ disposed directlyv-iaboye‘ithe Iblack"? 
card'eshaped area‘y‘and‘ partiallyifoverlapping ityisf 
colored" yellow and‘ is indi'cate'd’at '5‘." ‘They-words‘ 
YellbWCantinaappear at "6 on ‘the viewable/"pon‘ ‘ 
tion'of this area." A'red card‘ishaped'area' ov'eri 
laps I the yellow area; and: has'Tthei'words'R’ed' 
Cantina appearing‘ thereo‘ii'fat ‘a; ‘ Th'éftqpj card= " 
shaped area 9 is‘ bluefinbolor'. and ‘th'e‘w‘ords Blue‘ 
Cantinaf'arepri'nted ‘at 10 ion. this card! Theron? 
card-rshap'edfareas‘f 3,5531] andTSAdesig'naté' the? 

"places to} 3 position ‘certain of l the '- praying cards‘ 
hereinafter described. vduringlthe-ii'irst portio‘iiTof 
the>~playing~~ofjr the" gameithispart of the :garne‘ 
being;referredrto‘asRidersRoundiUpe v n , 

Disposed“around¥thelargeorange coloredfcircle 
I are ‘?ve’? smaller: circles: of a 'size'requa'l' 'toZthe” 
size‘: of}. playing; chip's fused with the.‘ game; seer‘ 
Figureill." Three'fof the?smal-ler'fcirc'les indicatede 
at All are: white :in? color," while?- the fourthf'cirol'e - 

,of the same SlZeflsfCOlOl‘Bd ‘l‘ed?as indicated-‘atria; ' 
and the ?fth‘ circle is coloredblue andiisindicatedti ; 
at [3: The wordiCachefis associated with'the' ?ver 

red and bluew'chipsiwill be used in the playinglof" ,: 
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place them on the proper circles H, [2 and I3 
in accordance with the colors of the chips. 
Through the central portion of the playing 

board, I show live separately colored rectangular 
panels arranged edge to edge and these comprise 
the central playing area of the game board, and 
are used during the second portion of the game 
which is called Carrying the Mail. Each of the 
?ve rectangular panels has a white strip extend 
ing diagonally thereacross approximately from 
one corner to the opposite corner of the panel 
and this strip [5 is designated Home Stations 
as shown at H5 in Figure 3. The strip is divided 
into sixteen equal parts shown at l5a and these 
parts are consecutively numbered from 1 to 16, 
inclusive The ?ve colored panels starting from 
the lower edge of the board A and reading con 
secutively in an upward direction, are as fol 
lows: the black panel C, yellow panel D, green 
panel E, red panel F, and the blue panel G. 
The central, green panel of Figure 1, is shown 
on an enlarged scale in Figure 3. 

Associated with each of the diagonally ex 
tending white strips i5 and alongside thereof 
is a series or chain of thirty-eight small rec 
tangles which are termed the Relay Trail. The 
thirty-eight small rectangles are indicated at IT 
in Figure 3, and the words Start-38 Stations 
on Relay Trail, associated with the series of 
rectangles H, are indicated at l8. A rider on a 
horse It) indicates the direction‘ of travel of 
playing pieces M called “nuggets” which will 
be placed on the required small rectangles ll 
during the playing of the game. The words 
Return to Start, which are indicated at 251, are 
disposed adjacent to the numbered part “16” at 
the end of the relay trail. The player using the 
black colored rectangular panel C will move his 
nuggets along the Relay Trail [1 in the direc 
tion indicated by the horse and rider l9 and 
when the end of the trail is reached, which will 
be at the last small rectangle Ila disposed in 
the chain, he will move the nugget back to the 
start of the same trail which will be the ?rst 
small rectangle ll disposed adjacent to the di 
vision l?a numbered 1. 

It will also appear from the black colored 
panel C, in Figure 1, that an area of the size of 
a playing card is shown at 2| and is labeled 
Home Corral as indicated at 22. At both ends 
of the area 2|, there appears the words Black 
Arrow as shown at 23, and there also appears 
an illustration of an arrow. The purpose of 
the Home Corral will be made known during 
the description concerning the playing of the 
game. It should be noted that the lines divid 
ing the strip 15 into sixteen divisions are colored 
black and so are likewise the chain of thirty 
eight small rectangles comprising the trail IT. 
The small rectangles I‘! have their corners con 
tacting with each other to form the chain. 
Adjacent to the black colored rectangular 

panel C, there is the yellow colored panel D of 
the same size and shape. This panel D has a 
diagonal white strip corresponding to the strip 
15, but extending in a direction which will form 
an angle with the strip 15 on the panel C. Inas 
much as the diagonal strip in the yellow panel 
is identical to that shown in the black panel, 
corresponding reference numerals will be ap 
plied to similar parts. The only difference is 
that the lines of division in the Home Stations 
indicated at [5 in the yellow panel are yellow 
rather than black and the thirty-eight small 
rectangles H are likewise colored yellow rather 
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4 
than black. Within the panel D there is a white 
area 24 similar to the area 2| and carrying the 
notation Home Corral as referred to at 25. At 
each end of the area 25, I provide the words 
“Yellow Square” and these are associated with 
the word “Relay” and with the showing of a 
yellow square. All of the portions shown in the 
playing card-sized area 24 are colored yellow. 
The central rectangular panel is colored green 

and is shown at E in both Figures 1 and 3. This 
‘panel has a diagonal white strip 15 extending 
from the end of the white strip 15 on the yel 
‘low panel D. Inasmuch as the white strip on 
the green panel E is the same as the strips on 
the panels C and D‘, corresponding reference 
numerals will be applied to the home stations 
and to the thirty-eight small rectangles forming 
the chain H. The green panel E has a white 
area 21 of the same size and shape as the areas 
2| and 2d and the word Mo-Chee-La is printed 
on this area at 23. A second white area 29 ap 
pears on the green panel E and is disposed diag 
onally opposite to the area 27. The area 29 has 
the words Remount Station printed thereon and 
indicated at 3B. In addition, at each end of the 
area 29 there appears the words Green Star as 
shown at 3i with an illustration of a green star 
associated therewith. 
Two additional panels F and G are shown on 

the playing board A in Figure 1, and these are 
colored red and blue, respectively. Both of these 
panels have white diagonal strips (5 extending 
thereacross and divided into sixteen home sta 
tions and they also have a trail of thirty-eight 
small rectangles ll‘. It will be noted that the 
diagonal white strips l5 arranged on all five 
panels C to G, inclusive, form a zigzag trail 
which simulates the cross country trail traversed 
by the riders of the pony express, the trail being 
divided into relays. Similar parts on the panels 
F and G to the parts on the other panels, will 
be referred to by like reference numerals and 
the only di?erence from the other panels lies in 
the fact that the parts in the red panel F are 
colored red and the parts in the blue panel G 
are colored blue. 
The red panel F has a white area 32 of the 

size and shape of a playing card and carrying 
the words Home Corral. At each end of this 
area appear the words Red Diamond Relay as 
indicated at 33 and associated with the words is 
an illustration of a red diamond as indicated at 
34. The blue panel G has white area 35 or 
the size of a playing card and with the words 
Home Corral printed thereon. In addition, this 
area has the wording Blue Moon Relay as indi 
cated at 35 appearing at both ends of the card 
with a blue colored disc 31 associated there 
with. 
The description thus far completes the show 

ing appearing in the corner areas B and in the 
?ve large colored panels C to G, inclusive. It 
will he noted that two green panels are arranged 
adjacent to the center green panel E and are 
disposed at opposite ends of this panel so as 
to form a row of green panels which will extend 
at right angles to the ?ve differently colored 
panels just mentioned. One of the two addi 
tional green panels is shown at H in Figures 1 
and 3, and this panel has the wording Stock 
Corral printed thereon as shown at 38 and as 
sociated with four colored areas indicating the 
overlapping of four colored playing cards. The 
lowermost area is shown at 39 and is colored 
black and also carries the notation Black Cantina 
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as indicated" at 40'. The next- area‘ 4+ is colored 
yellow and has the words-Yellow Cantina- indi 
cated at 42. The next‘area 43 is- colored red-and 
carries the wording‘ Red Cantina‘v at 44. The 
uppermost‘ area 45 is colored blue and this has 
the; wording Blue Cantina indicatedat» 46. 
Referringbrie?y to the‘ other green rectangular 

panel’ J, shown in Figures 1 and 4», thereappears 
six circles of the same size as the circles I1, I21 
and‘ I3, and the word Bonus- appears at 4-1 in 
association with these circles. 

while the ?fth circle 49 is colored red“v and the 
sixth circle 50 is colored" blue. 
Both of the rectangular areasH and J have. 

orange circles 5| with. the word‘ Poke‘ printed 
therein‘ at 52;v The orange circleil is associated. 
with an oval 53 colored orange and. within‘ this 
oval appears“ the words Unredeemed Nuggets at 
54'». The ovals 53 each have’ two rows ofv num 
bered sections 55 carrying the‘ numbers from 1' 
to 16v printed thereon consecutively (seev lower 
part'of Figure 3‘). White lines 56: extend tangent 
from each orange circle 5| to its. associate oval, 
circle 531 and connect these parts together. Be 
tween the orange circle 5| and theoval'?ilplace 
the'word P‘aymaster as. indicated at ST. 
The instruments used in the‘ playing‘ of the 

game areshown in‘ Figure 2. Av box; Kvfor in~>v 
iti'allyf'holding: the cards L. is shown inv perspective. 
It willlbe noted that. the box‘ is'closed by'two. end 
?aps or covers and one-of the coversis indicated 
at 58 and is provided with‘ a circular opening 59' 
large enough to permit a nugget indicated; at M‘ 
to pass therethrough when’ thebox isshaken. 
There. are eighty cards used in the playing of. 
the game and one: hundred and sixty nuggets. 
As soon as the: cards are removed from thebox, ‘ 
the nuggets‘ are placed therein and the box is 
now called a Poke for the playing of'the game. 
The nuggets arefl'at discs with numbers appear 
ingson'. both faces. There are thirty-two black 
nuggets, thirty=two yellow nuggets, and thirty 
two: of. each of the green, red and blue nuggets. 
The?vegroups. of differently‘colored nuggets of 
thirtyetwo: each, total the one hundred sixty 
nuggets: above referred to.~, There; are; sixteen 
cards to each suitnumbered one to sixteen and 
there. are live‘ differently colored suits. 

There are two. hundred. poker chips N and 
these. are divided into one hundred and twenty 
white poker. chips, forty red poker chips, and 
forty blue poker chips. The cards, poker chips, 
nuggets and poke K are called the instruments 
of play and are used by the players in connec 
tion with the playing of the game on the board A. 

In the playing of the game the ?rst part of 
the game called Rider Round-Up is played ?rst. 
Each player is provided with thirty white chips 
worth $500 each; ten red chips worth $10.00 
each and ten blue chips worth $15.00 each. Each 
player then shakes the poke K to eject one nugget 
M from the opening 59. The player receiving 
the. highestv nugget number regardless of color 
becomes the. dealer for the game as well as its 
paymaster. Each player occupies one side of 
the playingboard and the white area. B directly. 
to each player’s right becomes his own area. 
The cards are shu?led and dealt to the. players 
and to the" Stock Corral 38 shown in Figure 3 
until each receives sixteen'cards 
The playing of. the ?rst party of the game; 

“Rider Round-Up,” begins with the player to the 
leftof thedealer and he, removes thetop card 
iromsthe sixteen cards: placed onthe: Blue: Can 

Four of the.“ 
circles are white in color and areshownv at 48,-‘ 

' Figures 2 and‘. 3.‘ ‘ 1 

6 
tina or Stock corrall?iw?rlon toztaking that... 
card, each player has arrangedrhis.siirteenfcards; 1 
in accordance with the .?ve'. coloredrsuitsf these ‘ 
suitsrbeing: designated by theidi?erent colorsaof 
thecards and also by the factlthat at; each end; 
of each card the insigniav corresponding: tether. 
card color is shown. For examplehthesixteen...‘ 
black cards each show theblackarrow atibolth; 
ends‘.v of the. cards, the sixteen yellow. cards; will: 
show the yellow squares,thesixteengreerr cards. 
will show‘ the green star, the}. sixteen. redcardsx 
will show- the. red' diamond, and. the: sixteenrbluez. 
cards will'showrv the blue. circle,‘ 
. The ?rst player upon. removing-the;uppermost; 

‘ cardof the sixteen cards'which.havezbeenplaced: , 

face down on the Blue Cantina of 'Stock: Corral;- ‘ 
38" checks this card with those; contained in‘; his 
hand. The purpose of this part’ of. the; game; is, 
toypermit the player. to buildup: the-highest’ suit,» 

, he holds. in his hand which. is termed Selected 
The. green cards cannot. be; regarded as: a... 

selected suit. If the card removed; bygthe?rsti. 
Suit. 

player from the Stock‘ Corral 38: is one that he. 
would like to retain, he must discard, oneof: his; 
own'qcards to Remount-Station 29. 

Remount Station 29in the greenvv panel E,_'se,e 

Each player takes his turn'in a clockwisevdh» 
rection until all four playershaverhad anoppor-w 
tunity to remove a card from. the Stock. Corral‘ 
and either retain the, cardwhile discardingone 
of his ownor discard, the card withdrawn» and 
lay itface, down directly on the area: termed 
Remount Station. It will be-‘seen‘ that. inasmuch» 
as there are sixteen cards in the Stock Corral. 
the; first phase of thegame will consist’ of; four 
plays of. the players; each. one removing a. card, 
from the Stock Corral in his turn, until all of’ 
the cards are removed. There-will be sixteen 
cards on. the area 29 termed Remcuntwstation 
at the end of round one comprising this ?rst. 
series vof four-playsfor ‘each player...‘ 
Each player’ accepting a.» card .(Rider): from} 

the Stock Corral 38 and-discarding a card (.Rider)» 
y from his hand into Remount Station 29,, must. 
# pay. Bonus 41 one whitev chip. fromv player’s 
Cache ‘M. The Bonus is a depository consisting; 
of.’ the circles .48, 49and 50,;for the players? chips , 
when such becomes mandatory duringthe play- 
ing. of the game. ‘ ' 

After ?nishinground one, the cards are then, 
removed from Remount Station by- the dealer and 
may be. shu?led again and placed on the-Red 
Cantina area 38. designatedStock, Corral. The , 
players thenrepeat the. performance of eachre- ‘ 
movingone cardandv either. retaining- this card. 
and discarding, one from thev handLor discarding, 
the drawn card and placing it on Remount Sta-e; 
tion in the same manner aswas previously done 
when the sixteen cards were playedfrom the Blue 
Cantina. of the-Stock: Corral. This maybe termed: 
round two. The. play continues in" this ' manner, 
for two more rounds. The cards arepla‘ced inthe 
Yellow Cantina of the" Stock Corral. fort round 
three and are placed on theBlack Cantina of the. 
Stock Corral 38 for- round four. After round four; 
each player has the best set of cardsso. far-‘as; hey 
is concerned. that it is possible. for; him .toobtaih. 
from the original sixteen vcardsideal't himand the. 

75"; substitutions which - he. has been able; to: make: in; 

If he. holds, 
any green cards, these arethe ?rst ones he; 
should discard, although this is not compulsory; 
Should' the player upon removing. a card'from“ 
the Stock Corral, not desire-to retainithemay? . 

‘ discard it and. such, card is; placed upon vthe; 
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his hand during the four rounds from the Stock 
Corral 38. The portion of the game called Rider 
Round-Up is now ?nished. 
Through the playing of the ?rst part of the 

game called Rider Round-Up, each player keeps 
his chips on the circles ll, I2 and I3 termed 
Cache, placing the colored chips on similarly col 
ored circles. The white area B, see Figure 4, with 
the large orange colored circle labelled Rider 
Round-Up is also used in playing the ?rst part of 
the game and contains each player’s four differ 
ently colored Cantinas 3, 5, 1 and 9. The Blue 
Cantina 9 is the depository for the player's se 
lected suit immediately following the ?rst deal 
and during the ?rst drawing from the Remount 
Station 29, already mentioned. 
The player moves his selected suit to the Red 

Cantina ‘I, immediately following the ?rst round 
and the reshu?ling of the sixteen cards taken 
from the Remount Station by the dealer and 
placed on the Red Cantina 43 in the Stock Corral 
38. In like manner the player moves his selected 
suit to the Yellow Cantina 5 and then to the 
Black Cantina 3, during the third and fourth 
rounds or drawings, the dealer transferring the 
sixteen cards from the Remount Station 29 to the 
Yellow and Black Cantinas 4i and 3!), respec 
tively, of the Stock Corral 38 at the start of each 
of the third and fourth drawings. The Stock 
Corral 38 is designed for receiving the ?fth hand 
cantina of sixteen cards and it is from these 
cards that the four players select their Rider 
cards during the ?rst, second, third and fourth 
rounds or drawings just mentioned. 

If a player during the ?rst part of the game 
called Rider Round-Up, is fortunate enough to 
have or collect sixteen cards of the same suit, his 
selected suit will represent sixteen Riders, one for 
each card, and the cards will have identical sym 
bols and will all be of the same color and num 
bered in sequence from “1” through “16.” It will 
be apparent that a player will usually receive far 
less than a full suit of sixteen cards during the 
dealing of the cards. Therefore, his selected suit 
will be the one having the most cards of the same 
color. The players before playing the second part 
of the game termed Carrying the Mail, may reseat 
themselves in order to be nearer the particular 
large panel C, D, F or G that corresponds with 
their Selected suit. 
The Green Star Relay suit of sixteen consecu 

tively numbered cards or Riders does not form 
one of the selected suits. If the player is dealt 
any of these cards, he may discard them to the 
Remount Station 29 during the playing of the 
Rider Round-Up or ?rst part of the game. He 
can only discard these green cards one at a time 
and only when a card is picked from the Stock 
Corral 38 and is retained by the player. Should 
a green card be picked from the Stock Corral by 
a player during his turn, he can immediately dis 
card this card by transferring it to Remount Sta 
tion. 
The Green Star Relay panel E is not used as a 

playing area for any individual player for the sec 
ond portion of the game called Carrying the Mail, 
until a player has activated all sixteen Riders 
(cards) in his hand and placed them either in the 
Home Corral located in the panel of his choosing 
or sold them to his opponents as hereinafter set 
forth. The selected suit of each player deter 
mines the rectangular panel of C, D, F, or G, he 
will choose because this panel corresponds in color 
and name to the player's selected suit. When a 
player has played all sixteen of his cards, he can 
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8 
play in the Green Star Relay trail I’! or partici 
pate in a play as directed by a Rider (card) 
drawn from the Remount Station 29 and placed 
on Mo-Chee-La 28, hereinafter explained. 
At the end of the four rounds of Rider Round 

Up, the players turn their selected suits face up 
and place them on their white areas B. Should 
two players select the same suit, the one having 
the greater number of cards of the suit in ques 
tion, may purchase the same suit from the other 
player and pay from his Cache l4, ?ve dollars in 
chips for each card thus purchased, the payment 
being made to Bonus 41. The chips thus trans 
ferred are stacked on the colored circles 48, 49 
and 50. The player purchasing the cards or 
Riders, gives an equal number of his cards or 
Riders to the other player so that each player 
continues to have sixteen cards. 
The dealer in the ?rst part of the game be 

comes the paymaster during the playing of the 
second portion of the game entitled, Carrying the 
Mail and is the ?rst one to play. He shakes a 
nugget M from the poke K and checks the color 
and number on the nugget and then looks at his 
own sixteen cards to determine whether he has a 
card (Rider) corresponding in color and number 
to that of the nugget. If the color of the nugget 
corresponds to his selected suit and if the number 
on the nugget is the same as one of his numbered 
cards in the selected suit, he plays this Lead Rider 
card into the Home Corral area in the rectangular 
panel corresponding to his selected suit. For ex 
ample, if the paymaster’s selected suit is Red 
Diamond and he throws a red nugget numbered 
“1,” and he happens to have the number “1” card 
of this suit, he places this card on the Home 
Corral 32 in the red rectangular panel F in Fig 
ure 1 where it remains. This card remains out of 
play from then on to the end of the game. 
The red nugget is then taken by the paymaster 

and moved along the trail I? in the panel F, a dis 
tance corresponding to the data appearing in the 
?rst line on the card that is transferred to Home 
Corral. Figure 5 shows the red card L, num 

W.bered “l” and the ?rst line states, “Advance 5 
' Stations.” The paymaster therefore moves the 
red nugget ?ve red steps along the relay trail I‘! 
and in the direction indicated by the horse and 
rider l9 associated with this red Relay Trail. 
When it has been determined that the nugget 
called, corresponds to the number and color of 
the selected suit in the paymaster’s hand, as just 
explained, each of the other three players pays 
to the paymaster's Cache 14, the equivalent of 

The same would 
hold true for any player whose turn it happened 
to be. 
The card just played is considered a Lead Rider. 

Any one of the eighty cards held in the four play 
.ers’ hands or forming a part of the “fifth” hand 
in Remount Station 29 may be termed a Lead 
Rider. Such cards are activated only when a 
nugget of the same color and number is shaken 
from the poke K and called by the paymaster. 
Cnce the card has been played into the Home 
Corral, it is considered to be “out-of-play” and 
its numerical identity relates only to the nugget 
placed in position on the Relay Trail. 
When the nugget shaken from the poke by the 

paymaster, corresponds to the color of an oppo 
nent’s selected suit, but the numbered nugget cor 
responds to the color and number of a card in 
paymaster’s hand, the opponent must pay the 
player’s Cache l'4, ?fteen dollars in chips. Before 
play is resumed, the opponent may ask to pur 
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chase the card (Rider) from the paymaster at 
aprice of $15.00 in chips. If the requestis ac 
cepted by the paymaster and the amount paid, 
theopponent may possess the card (Rider) and 
related nugget and play them as though theRider 
was originally held in opponent’s hand. Iii the 
request is denied by the paymaster, he must pay 
$15.00 ‘in chips from his Cache M to the Bonus 
41. The reverse is true if the paymaster throws 
a nugget whose color and number-are similar to 
a card of an opponent who has selected the same 
suit. If the nugget called by the paymaster cor 
responds in'no respect to any of the player’s Se 
lected suit riders in player’s hand or that of the 
opponent, it is to be presumed that the missing 
Rider (card) is in the Remount Station ‘29 con 
taining the “?fth” hand. The paymaster then 
places the player’s nugget in the oval panel 53 
marked Unredeemed Nuggets and the player pays 
$15.00 from his Cache Hi to Bonus 41. The oval 
panel has the two rows, each containing sixteen 
squares consecutively numbered from “1” through 
“16;” The number appearing on the nugget de 
termines its place on a similarly numbered square. ‘ 
Since there are two oval panels 53 and four'rows 
of squares 55, there will be su?icient spaces pro 
vided for the unredeemed nuggets. Thus farthe 
explanation of the game has set forth the differ 
ent situations that might arise when the pay 
master is the ?rst to play. The same situation 
could arise for different players as each takes his 
turn. 
The players take turns in playing and the play 

proceeds in a clockwise manner around the table. 
The dealer who is now the paymaster, shakes 
out one nugget at a time for each player. Each 
player when playing a card (Rider) from his 
hand, moves the nugget, shaken from the Poke K 
by'the paymaster, the number of spaces along his 
relay trail I‘! as indicated on the card and then 
places the card in the Home Corral of the panel 
C, D, F or G, chosen by him and agreeing in color 
with his selected suit. 
As each new nugget is played by the players 

in taking their turns, the new nugget takes the 
place of the former one on the player’s relay trail 
I1, and the former nugget is then placed in a 
Home Station division I5a of the player having 
anumber corresponding to the number on the 
nugget. The new nugget is advanced along the 
relay trail from the position of the old nugget, 
a distance corresponding to the information con 
tained on the ?rst line of the card corresponding 
in color and number to the new nugget. The new 
nugget occupies the advanced position thus at 
tained. It will be seen that the Bonus 4'! will be 
gradually built up in the number of differently 
colored chips received as the players pay into it 
according to the rules of the game. Any player 
completing the traversing of the thirty-eight sta 
tions on his relay trail with nuggets, starts at the 
beginning of his same relay trail again and is en 
titledto receive all of the chips accumulated by 
the Bonus. In this way there is a continual in 
centive in the game for each player to traverse 
relay trail as rapidly and as often as possible. 
Each of the eighty riders (cards) is repre 

sented by the name of an actual pony express 
rider. The name of the rider and all text appear 
ing on the card is in a color corresponding to that 
of the symbol of the particular suit to which the 
rider belongs. For example, the card L shown in 
Figure 5 has the red diamond symbol G0 and 
therefore all printing or text on this .card will be 

The cards (Riders) are divided into ?ve 
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groups of sixteen cards each, called suits. The 
individual cards (Riders) of each suit arecon 
secutively numbered from “1” through “l6”»and 
tare identi?ed bycolor, and symbol and refer to 
the relay panels C to G, inclusive. 

‘ There are two kinds of Riders: “Lead” and 
“Relief.” All eighty cards are considered “Lead" 
Riders. Each Lead Ridericard) has information 
which appears in smaller type opposite the sym 
bol on the card. Thenugget of the player is 
played on the relay trail I‘! in accordance with 
the information given on the card. The Lead 
Ridercard L in Figure-5 has the notation oppo 
site the symbol 6t,~reading “Advance 5 Stations.” 
The player advances the nugget ?ve spaces along 
‘his relay trail I‘! when he is playing this card. 
The color and number of the nugget-determines 
the card to be played. v ' v - > 

A Relief Rider is any one of the-same eighty 
cards not held in a v'p-layer’s hand, the “?fth” 
hand and Remount Station being excepted, pro 
vided that thenumber and color of the nugget 
called is not the same-as a‘ card of similar color 
andnumber in any player’s hand and provided 
that the color and number of the nuggetcorre 
sponds to that of a “counter-part” number iap 
pearing on one or all three possible Lead-Riders 
of the same selected suit; 1. ve., same ‘color as the 
nugget and held by one or more players. For 
example, a red nugget numbered “1” may be 
called by the paymaster'and it is found that an 
identical nugget in color and number has wbeen 
previously called and its related Lead ,Rider 
(card) has been activated. It should be remem 
bered there are one ‘hundrednsixty nuggets so 
there will be two identical nuggets of color and 
number for each of the eighty ‘cards. Since the 
Lead Rider (card) ,L in Figure 1, has been played 
into the proper Home Corral, ‘the second-‘identi 
cal nugget shaken vfrom the 'Poke K and ‘called, 
must represent a Relief Rider card. - 
As in the case of a Lead Rider (card), ‘the 

Relief Rider card may be ‘activated onlywhen a 
related nugget is called by the'paymaster. The 
.“counterepart” ‘numbers ‘on the Lead vRider card 
L in Figure 5 which/has been played are “5,” “9” 
and “13,” and the player as well as his opponents 
consult their hands to determine whether they 
have Lead Rider cards of the same ‘suit and'nurn 
bered “5,” “9” or“‘l3.” In actual ‘play,the posses 
sion of ‘the related nugget is determined by ‘the 
player or opponent who holds the lowest denomi 
nation Lead Rider card ‘of the three listed. As 
sume thatLead Rider card “5” has been previ 
ously played rand-an-iopponent holds Lead Rider 
card “9” which represents the next lowest 
“counter-part” number. I 
The opponent takes possession of the nugget 

and plays itv according to the text on his card 
numbered “9.” Figure 5 illustrates graphically 
the actuation ‘of .a Relief Rider card in place of 
the activated Lead Rider. ‘The play is made in 
accordance with the “counter-part” numbered 
“1” appearing on ‘Relief Rider card numbered 
“9.” Card numbered “9” is not actually played 
by opponent into his Home Corral, but it remains 
in his hand until activated as a Lead Rider. If 
the relief rider of player’s selected suit isin his 
own hand, each opponent must pay player’s 
Cache 14, the equivalent of $5.00 in chips (one 
white chip). The Relief Rider card held by the 
player must be the lowest number on vthe ‘Lead 
Rider card, otherwise the play may revert to an 
opponent ‘who does have the lowest numbered 
-.Relief,Rider “card. ‘The nugget zis .playedafter 
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V consulting the text opposite the “counter-part” 
number on the card corresponding to the Lead 
Rider card number. The new nugget is substi 
tuted for the former one and if a move along the 
relay trail I‘! is indicated, this is done, otherwise 
only a substitution of nuggets is made. The 
former nugget is placed in the player’s Home 
Station in the division |5a corresponding to the 
numbers on the nugget. 

If the relief rider card of opponent’s selected 
suit is in the player’s hand as determined by the 
color and number of the called nugget, opponent 
must pay player’s Cache M ‘the equivalent of 
$15.00 in chips. Before the play is resumed, the 
opponent may request the purchase of the nugget 
from the player at the price of $15.00. If the 
request is accepted, the opponent may possess the 
nugget, but may not play it until the full status 
of the Relief Rider card has been determined. If 
the request is denied, the player may retain the 
nugget, but must pay $15.00 from his Cache It 
to Bonus 41, and cannot play the nugget until 
the full status of the Relief Rider card is deter 
mined. Should a player other than the original 
player or opponent qualify as having the desired 
Relief Rider card, then the player or opponent 
must pay the player involved, $15.00. 
When it is has been determined that the nugget 

called, corresponds to the number and color of a 
player’s nugget previously placed in unredeemed 
nugget area 53, the player pays Bonus 41, ?fteen 
dollars in chips and the paymaster places it in 
the unredeemed nugget area. This means that 
the Relief Rider card of the player’s selected suit 
is in Remount Station 29. 
Should a green nugget be shaken from the poke 

K, and the number corresponds to the number 
of a green card held by a player Whose turn it is 
to play, the player plays the nugget and card like 
any one of his selected suit and each player pays 
?ve dollars in chips to Bonus 41. The player then 
places the nugget on his own relay trail I‘! and 
substitutes it for the former nugget on his trail. 
The former nugget is placed on Home Station 15. 
If an opponent has the green card with the same 
number as appears on the green nugget, the play 
is the same as if the nugget called corresponded 
in color and number to the selected suit of the 
opponent and the opponent had a card of the 
same number as the nugget in the selected suit. 
Should a green nugget be thrown and no player 
has a corresponding card, such nugget is placed 
in the oval 53 of unredeemed nuggets. When a 
called green nugget corresponds to a number of 
a green nugget previously placed in unredeemed 
nuggets, each player pays Bonus 4'! the equiva 
lent of $5.00 in chips and the green nugget is 
placed in the unredeemed nugget area. 
Each time a player has succeeded in accumu 

lating four nuggets in one of his Home Stations 
having identical numbers, the player may call out 
“Bonus” and is entitled to receive into his player’s 
Cache It, all of the chips that have accumulated 
in Bonus 41 during previous plays. When a nug 
get is called whose Rider card is not held by any 
player, it must be presumed that the particular 
card is in Remount Station 29. The nugget is 
therefore placed in unredeemed nuggets area 53 
and each player must pay to the Bonus 41, the 
equivalent of ?ve dollars in chips. 
When a green nugget is called that corresponds 

to the number of the green nugget previously 
placed in position on player’s relay trail I‘! or 
within player’s Home Station IS, the same pro 
cedure takes place as that described for Relief 
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12 
Rider of player’s selected suit in ‘player’s hand or 
Relief Rider of opponent’s selected suit in player’s 
hand. \ 

After a player has ?nished activating all six 
teen of his cards, he can play in the green panel 
E. When a nugget is called which represents a 
player or players eligible to participate in the 
play of the green star relay trail I‘! in panel E, 
he draws the top Rider card from Remount Sta 
tion 29. The Rider card thus drawn may relate 
to one or two nuggets formerly placed in the un 
redeemed nugget areas 53. The nugget or nug 
gets thus redeemed are placed in their respective 
positions and the player may withdraw the 
equivalent of $15.00 in chips for each nugget 
from Bonus 41 and place them in his Cache M. 
The card drawn from Remount Station 29 is 
placed on the area 21, designated Mo-Chee-La. 
In the event that no previous green star nug 

get has been placed on the green star relay trail, 
then the player participating in the green star 
relay may advance his own nugget the number 
of squares as directed by the text opposite the 
“counter-part” number of the Remount Station 
Rider card drawn, and the card is placed in M0 
Chee-La. If there is a nuggeton the green relay 
trail 11, this nugget is advanced the number of 
squares as directed by the text opposite the 
“counter-part” number of the Remount Station 
Rider card drawn. The card thus played is 
placed on Mo-Chee-La. 

If a Rider card drawn from Remount Station 
29 is the same as the player’s selected suit, each 
opponent must pay to the player’s Cache H, the 
equivalent of $5.00 in chips. The layer then 
takes the nugget called and places it on his own 
relay trail I‘! in substitution of nugget already on 
the trail and removes the substituted nugget to 
the Home Station division corresponding to the 
number on the nugget thus removed. The player 
also consults the Rider card thus drawn from 
Remount Station and removes any nuggets of 
the same color and number as the card that 
might be in the unredeemed nugget areas 53. 
The player receives $15.00 from Bonus for each 
nugget thus redeemed. The redeemed nuggets 
are placed on player’s relay trail and advanced 
the number of squares indicated by the text op 
posite the “counter-part” number on the card. 
If two related nuggets are redeemed, the second 
one is advanced on player’s relay trail [7 an equal 
number of squares from the ?rst nugget, and the 
?rst one is transferred to Home Station. The 
drawn card is transferred to Mo-Chee-La. If 
a green nugget is called which relates to a green 
star Rider card already played as a Lead Rider, 
the player may participate in the normal manner 
by drawing the top-most Rider card from the 
Remount Station 29 and proceed as usual. 

If the Rider card drawn from Remount Sta 
tion is that of opponent's selected suit, op 
ponent must pay to the player’s Cache 14, the 
equivalent of $15.00 in chips. The opponent 
then plays the nugget on the green relay trail I1 
and participates as though he were playing a 
Lead Rider card on his own relay trail. The 
opponent consults the drawn Rider card and re 
moves related nugget or nuggets from the unre 
deemed nugget areas 53, receiving $15.00 in chips 
from the Bonus 41 for each nugget thus re 
deemed. The redeemed nugget is placed on op 
ponent’s relay trail and advanced the number of 
squares as directed by the text shown on the 
card opposite the counter-part number of the 
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Remount Station Rider card drawn. If two nug 
gets are thus redeemed, the second one is ad 
vanced a like number of steps as the ?rst along 
the relay trail, and the ?rst is transferred to 
the Home Station. The drawn Remount Station 
card is then transferred to Mo-Che'e-La. 
When a nugget is called which relates to a 

player participating in the green star relay E. 
and the player draws the last Rider card from 
Remount Station 29, the usual procedure of 
clearing the player or opponent, activating any 
unredeemed nuggets, paying into bonus the nec 
essary chips is carried out and then the card 
is placed in Mo-Chee-La. This signals the end 
of the game and the player receives the remain 
ing chips from Bonus 41. The winner of the 
game is the one having the most chips. 

I claim: 
1. In a game board; a plurality of differently 

colored rectangular panels arranged edge to edge 
in a row; each panel having a trail extending 
from one corner of the panel to the diagonally 
opposite corner; these trails being composed of 
a plurality of adjacent rectangles touching each 
other only at their corners; the trails of adjacent 
panels being inclined in opposite directions and 
touching each other to form a combined trail 
which is zig-zag in shape; and playing pieces 
adapted to be moved along the trails. , I 

2. In a game board; a plurality of differently 
colored rectangular panels arranged edge to edge 
in a row; eachpanel having a trail extending ‘ 
from one corner of the panel to the diagonally 
opposite corner; these trails ‘being composed of 
a plurality of adjacent rectangles touching each 
other only at their corners; the trails of adja 
cent panels being inclined in opposite. directions 
and touching each other to form a combined 
trail which is zig-zag in shape; playing pieces 
adapted to be moved along the trails; and each 
panel also having a plurality of numbered spaces 
arranged in a line that parallels the trail; the 
numbered spaces being designed to receive the 
playing pieces. 

3. In a game board; a plurality of differently 
colored rectangular panels arranged edge to edge 
in a row; each panel having a trail extending 
from one corner of the panel to the diagonally 
opposite corner; these trails being composed of 
a plurality of adjacent rectangles touching each 
other only at their corners; the trails of adja 
cent panels being inclined in opposite directions 
and touching each other to form a combined 
trail which is zig-zag in shape; playing pieces 
adapted to be moved along the trails; each panel 
also having a plurality of numbered spaces ar 
ranged in a line that parallels the trail; the num 
bered spaces being designed to receive the 
playing pieces; and each panel with the excep 
tion of one panel further having playing card 
shaped areas thereon designated “Home Corral”; 
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the panel not having such an area being pro— 
vided with two playing card-shaped areas, one 
‘being designated “Remount Station” and the 
other being designated “Mo-Chee-La.” 

,4. In a rectangular game board; a plurality of 
identical corner areas, one being arranged at 
each'corner of the board; each area having a 
plurality of playing card-shaped portions of dif 
ferent colors arranged in overlapping relation; 
a plurality of cards having the same colors as 
the colored portions, each color representing a 
different suit; the colored portions being de 
signed to receive the player’s selected suit; ?ve 
di?erently colored rectangular panels arranged 
one above the other in a vertical column that 
extends between the corner areas; the colors of 
the panels with the exception of one correspond 
ing to the colors of the playing card-shaped 

' portions in the said identical areas disposed at 
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the corners of the board; each panel having a 
trail extending from one corner of the panel 
to the diagonally opposite corner; these trails 
being composed of a plurality of adjacent rec 
tangles touching each other only at their cor 
ners; the trails of adjacent panels being in 
clined in opposite directions and touching each 
other to form a combined trail which is zig-zag 
in shape; playing pieces adapted to be moved 
along ‘the trails; a pair of additional panels 
placed on‘ opposite sides of the central panel in 
the vertical column and positioned :between the 
corner areas; each one of the pair of the addi 
tional panels having an oval-shaped area with 

' two rows of numbered spaces; said playing pieces 
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having numbers and adapted to be placed in the 
spaces having corresponding numbers. 

ROBERT L. ROBBINS, JR. 
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